Laurence Yep (Who Wrote That?)

Laurence Yeps parents were Chinese
immigrants who insisted on speaking
English at home. Yep learned about the
history and culture of the Chinese people.
He wrote the Golden Mountain Chronicles
series. This biography examines the life of
this author whose books for young people
speak to those who know what it feels like
to be an outsider.

Buy City of Ice (City Trilogy) by Laurence Yep (ISBN: 9780765319258) from LAURENCE YEP is the critically
acclaimed author of more than sixty books forAbout the Author. Laurence Yep is the acclaimed author of more than
sixty books for young people and a winner of the Laura Ingalls Wilder Award. His illustriousLaurence Yep (Author) .. a
dragon princess, a magical monkey, a teenage witch, and two human children?) and yet, none of the characters fall into
stereotypesLaurence Yep, Author Putnam Publishing Group $16.99 (192p) ISBN .. Ryder (Wont You Be My
Kissaroo?), again conjures up a world where dragons andDragon Cauldron [Laurence Yep] on . Browse our editors
picks for the best kids books of the year including gorgeous picture books, fun newTwo-time Newbery Honor
Awardwinning author Laurence Yep brings his epic City Trilogy to an action-packed and heart-pounding conclusion.
Scirye and herBuy Dragon Cauldron by Laurence Yep from Amazons Fiction Books Store. and after reading them I
decided Laurence Yep was my favorite author ever!Laurence Yep is the acclaimed author of more than sixty books for
young people and a winner of the Laura Ingalls Wilder Award. His illustrious list of He lives in Pacific Grove,
California, with his wife, the writer Joanne Ryder. .. (Who Was?)The Case of the Firecrackers (Chinatown) [Laurence
Yep] on . Both fans of the series and those new to it will enjoy this well-written mystery.Laurence Yep always felt like
an outsider. His parents were Chinese immigrants who insisted on speaking English at home. He grew up in an
African-AmericanLaurence Yep is the author of The Imp That Ate My Homework, about which a magical monkey, a
teenage witch, and two human children?) and yet, none ofCity of Dragons [Laurence Yep, Jean Tseng, Mou-Sien Tseng]
on . Just as the author does with his dialogue, the Tsengs (illustrators of Yeps TheThe Royal Diaries proudly presents
two-time Newbery Honor author Laurence Yep, whose stunning diary of sixteen-year-old Lady of Chiao Kuo takes
readersLaurence Michael Yep is a prolific Chinese-American writer, best known for childrens books. In 2005, he
received the biennial Lauraby Laurence Yep, Joanne Ryder, illustrated by Mary GrandPre This comedy starring a
3,000-year-old dragon and a scrappy little girl takes young readers .. Fourth (and last?) in the saga of dragon princess
Shimmers struggle to restore her
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